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Strip parquet



7 coats of Rangifer® varnish

hardwood top layer

pine middle layer

bottom layer of softwood veneer



7 coats of Rangifer® varnish Viking

Because it is… 

 durable Ì
 reliable Ì
 easy to install Ì
environment-friendly Ì

Why Grabo 
parquet?

Because it merges the vibrating energy of the 
wood with the unique surface design, creating a 
style for you.



OAK, BRUSHED

OAK, BRUSHED LIGHT

OAK, BRUSHED DARK

TÖLGY

Past and present

Oak





Ash



ASH, BRUSHED

ASH, BRUSHED LIGHT

ASH,  BRUSHED DARK

Lights and shadows



MERBAU, BRUSHED LIGHT

MERBAU, BRUSHED DARKMERBAU, BRUSHED 

Merbau

Space and shape





Wenge



WENGE, BRUSHED 

WENGE, BRUSHED LIGHT

Black and white



General notes:

Your ready-to-install parquet floor is protected from the penetration of dust and dirt by several coating layers. Excellent surface finish 
accounts for a long service life of your parquet floor that can be further extended by appropriate maintenance and care. Simple care 
helps to preserve the value and beauty of your parquet

Indoor climate conditions:

JJust like its owners, the parquet floor “feels” best at approx. 50–60% relative air humidity with a room temperature of 18–20 ºC. It 
is important to keep the air humidity constant. Healthy humidity levels can be achieved by vaporisers placed on top of the heaters, 
by aquariums and green plants, as well as by using electric air humidifiers for larger premises. The indoor climate conditions can 
be measured by simple instruments like hygrometer and thermometer. Too low air humidity values can lead to increased joint and 
expansion gaps. 
Use the following precautions to prevent surface damage to you parquet floor:

Use felt pads on table and chair legs.  Ì
Use protective mats with your office chairs and other mobile furniture. Ì
A doormat at the entrance will protect the parquet floor from scratches (the dust and sand on your shoe soles work as  Ì
sandpaper for your parquet surface).

Maintenance and Cleaning



Daily cleaning

For optimal effect, we recommend you to use a felt or soft broom vacuum cleaner to remove the dust and engrained or built-up 
dirt from the structured surface of your parquet floor. When required, continue the cleaning by damp mopping using a parquet care 
product designed specifically for cleaning and maintenance of your floor. Strips and stains caused by shoes can be cleaned with 
parquet stain remover and a damp fiber pad.

Refinishing 

Your parquet is usually delivered with a ready-to-use surface finish; therefore, no additional finishing is required upon installation. 
However, to repair small damages and the wear-and-tear effects after a longer period of use, the surface can be sanded and re-
finished with varnish, wax or oil. Depending on the intensity of sanding, the surface structure will regain its original shine. Surface 
repair should be performed with professional tools, by qualified professionals. 
In case of further questions, please, contact your dealer or a flooring specialist, or feel free to write directly to us at Graboplast.



varnished

OAK BRUSHED

matt

matt light

matt dark

ASH BRUSHED

matt

matt light

matt dark

MERBAU BRUSHED 

matt

matt light

matt dark

WENGE BRUSHED
matt

matt light

Brinell hardness

Oak ► 35 Merbau ► 34

Ash ► 38 Wenge ► 53

Technical Specifications

Technical Specifications:
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Graboplast Floor Covering Manufacturers Ltd. 
H-9023 Győr, Fehérvári út 16/B HUNGARY  
Tel.: (36) 96 506-154, E-mail: mail@graboplast.hu  
www.graboplast.hu
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